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Warning - This Publication may
contain some TRUTH

LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2383 171 West Tamar H’way Trevallyn Hare: Sheila

Sheila’s Run 2383 - NAIDOC Week Run
Sheila had been charged with observing National Aborigine and Islanders Day Observance Committee Week and highlighting invaluable
contributions that Aborigines have made to our communities, our families, our rich history, our nation and the positive influences on our
Hash culture. This is usually left to Boong but as he is on a sabbatical to mainland tribes with his newly initiated brother, Inlet, and their
accompanying womenfolk dealing with the not so secret business of c-----g, c-----g and f-----g. Before the night’s ceremonies begin Sheila
has a task for the first half dozen arrivals; restoration of the Land cruiser from camper to flat tray status after the completion of his own
walkabout in Far North Queensland. A simple safe lifting task made difficult by the SFW that has no idea about manual labour, a SFW
that has never held a job requiring any practical skill – so with ABBA standing aside the task was completed without incident. When the
remainder of the LH3 Tribe arrived, Sheila on behalf of LH3 paid respect to the traditional custodians of land and sea, their Elders – past,
present and emerging and acknowledged the import role these people play. Tonight Sheila had something special in store; the run
would follow the historic path of a classic dreamtime story; the story of a young man called Mandy, a descendant of the Wooreddy/
Truganini Hash House who had to leave the Tailrace Tennis Centre in quest of a young Pakana virgin that ran with the Thursday Night
Tribe and lived on a hill that we now know as Freeland Lookout Rooting Spot. These were times before Facebook, cheap Jetstar flights
and P&O Cruises so roots had to be sought by foot. In line with tonites theme Sheila has marked the trail with traditional ochre and clay
pigment, the arrows being of boomerang shape; not normal boomerang shape but the much more sophisticated Tasmanian brand that
was brought about by the separation from mainland Australia (and hence the Hash Clubs) by rising sea levels more than 8000 years ago.
Tonites eager hashers set off through the easement following the ochre trail. Sheila was left to light the communal fire pot and fitting
with tradition he did this using a flame carried by Fingers on behalf of the Prospecskool tribe. Back in Mandy’s day BIC lighters were yet
to be invented so fire was carried and traded as a commodity, much the same as marijuana or coke is today. Meanwhile our current
tribe had followed along Forest Road, Cherry road to the ledge of Floreat Crescent. In our dreamtime story the young Mandy was faced
with a dilemma – wayward women from the Palana Tribe (now known as Gray Street) were beckoning him to join them, their tight loin
cloths and cheeky possum fur trimmings were an inviting sight. Mandy resisted and moved past the check but unfortunately for the
Gray Street Tribe their promiscuous behaviour was their path to extinction – with the coming of white man they had no defence against
modern Disease, home brew and distilled spirit.The view from Floreat Crescent is a sight to behold, overlooking the areas of Launceston
that were once inhabited by many early hash tribes including the amazon like Launceston women’s club. Under the gibbous moon are
the Welborough Killing Fields where the infamous split occurred. LH3 surviving through this age but the incident eventually led to the
expulsion of the Bourky Clan to an old bus in the Ferneaux Group. Descendants of the Bourkys can occasionally be see hobbling around
the Tamar Valley seeking out gourmet wallaby, charred blue tongue and drinking cab-sav from Mr Sippy cups.

ON ON:
It may be NAIDOC week not one Hasher has turned up wearing traditional garb no Kangaroo
skins draped over shoulders, no possum fur beanies, no Kangaroo steaks or possum grits. The
affluent Hashers are donning Gore Tex jackets and eating snags wrapped in synthetic casings
some still frozen in block of six . Not even a genuine fire burning on the ground ours is in an invaders 44 gallon drum.
Only four on downs this week a double for Sheila the Hare as well as a birthday skull shared with
Goblet and Fingers, the last is Scary cavorting with a group of teen cheer squad members.
Good prizes on offer in the raffle again this week with Two Bob picking up some car care products, Fingers a mystery prize, Thumbs a six pack and a high tech bottle opener.

The 2019 Committee The Committee that “Isnt afraid to make changes ”
GM: Boong JM: Rickshaw, Hash Cash: Goblet, Monk: Tyles Trail Master: Abba, Horn: Bendover, Lip: Sheila, Scribe: Run report
is now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Thumbs

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 16h July 6 Munford St Kings meadows Hare: Hash Pash

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) LH4

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 18th July St Leonards Pub St Leonards Hare: XXX
Joke of the Week

A priest offered a Nun a lift. She got in and crossed her legs, forcing her gown to reveal a leg. The
priest nearly had an accident. After controlling the car, he stealthily slid his hand up her leg. The nun
said, “Father, remember Psalm 129?” The priest removed his hand. But, changing gears, he let his
hand slide up her leg again. The nun once again said, “Father, remember Psalm 129?” The priest
apologized “Sorry sister but the flesh is weak.” Arriving at the convent, the nun sighed heavily and
went on her way.
On his arrival at the church, the priest rushed to look up Psalm 129. It said, “Go forth and seek, further up, you will find glory.”

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Abba take notice
what a real fire
pot looks like

det är inte en
traditionell eldgryta för Naidocveckan

